FINANCIAL SERVICES
TR ANSACTIONS
Helping you drive growth

The best firm I’ve worked with. Very
commercial and with good partner
engagement
LEGAL 500 UK 2019

Provides good input on
strategies and tactics to ward
off unwanted problems
CHAMBERS AND PARTNERS 2019

WHO ARE WE AND WHAT DO WE DO?
A specialist Financial Services
Transactions Team
An experienced team bringing together excellence in
transaction execution with market leading sector and regulatory
knowledge in Financial Services (FS), proven and innovatively
delivered on complex transactions for leading clients in the
sector.

I generally find them excellent.
Staff at all levels are thoughtful
and approachable, and they work
seamlessly across teams and
offices

What do we do
AG has a specialist, highly regarded, FS Transactions team
advising on leading deals in the FS sector, from domestic and
cross border M&A, debt portfolio transfers, FinTech investments
schemes under Part VII FSMA and overseas equivalents,
building society and mutual mergers, commercial and affinity
arrangements, strategic investments and joint ventures, capital
raisings, restructuring and reorganisations, to significant
regulatory driven projects and programmes.
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HOW CAN WE HELP ON YOUR DEAL?
Excellence and Value: our experienced team knows
the importance of delivering value and cost certainty
to support transaction budgets. Our team of partners,
associates, paralegals (and, if required, AG Integrate contract
lawyers) will support your project with the right blend (and cost)
of expertise and resource.

Buy Side Deals: we undertake scoped and sector
relevant diligence alongside your business functions.
Supported by technology, our diligence reporting identifies risk,
analyses impact and suggests mitigation alternatives. Our
knowledge of financial products, regulatory frameworks, market
infrastructure, and operation of FS businesses means our
advice is business focused. We work with a clear understanding
of your deal objectives and risk appetite, and tailor our advice
and documentation accordingly. We also incorporate integration
planning into a successful acquisition strategy.

Supporting Complex Financial institutions: 40% of
AG’s work is in the FS sector and so we are experienced
in working with complex financial institutions to
deliver successful transactions. We work closely with group
and divisional/functional legal teams, strategy/corporate
development teams, project management teams, compliance/
risk/regulatory, data, tax, HR and Comms, to deliver solutionled support on transactions.

Sell Side Deals: we have deep experience of advising on
strategic and non-core divestment programmes. We have
developed efficient processes to gather data room information
and allocate responsibility for collation and risk sign off. We
work with external financial advisers and strategy/corporate
development teams to run auction processes and bilateral
sale negotiations. We know how to navigate the complexity of
separation issues, how to deliver an absolute exit, or ongoing
partnering/relationship arrangements.

FS Advisors: we are FS advisors, not just deal doers.
Working alongside our Financial Regulation team, we
are lawyers with expert knowledge gained from advising on
products, regulation and operations across the FS sector. We
support our clients with detailed briefings and alerts on current
points of interest, as well as regular publications.
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OUR EXPERIENCE
A selection of some of our recent FS transactions

Strategic asset
management joint venture
with Standard Life
Aberdeen

Acquisition of £250m
portfolio of residential
mortgage loans from
Magellan

Sale of a fine art lending
portfolio to The Fine Art
Group

2015-2019

2019

Virgin Money

Acting for investor

Arbuthnot Latham

2019
Metro Bank Plc

Disposal of £500m
portfolio of residential
mortgages to Cerberus

Allied Irish Bank on the
sale of its Saga credit card
portfolio to LCM Partners

Acting for Lloyds Banking
Group on forward flow
and spot sales of retail
consumer debt

Investment in Granite
Underwriting by Inflexion

2019

Series A, B & C funding
rounds in Starling Bank

2019

2019

Falcon Group

2009-2019

Allied Irish Bank

2019

Lloyds Banking Group

Inflexion

Sale of Defaqto to
SimplyBiz Group plc

Acquisition of Augentius

Equity placing and
acquisition of Speirs &
Jeffrey

Advising Aareal Bank
on its investment into
BrickVest

2018
SGG

2018
Rathbone Brothers

2018
Aareal Bank

2019
Synova and
management
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Minority investment in
Right Choice Insurance
2018

Deferred Consideration
as part of the disposal of
HML

Bink on the investment by
Barclays

Advising Barclays on its
Structural Reform Project

2018
Skipton Building Society

2018

Acquisition of a portfolio
of unsecured consumer
loans from Secure Trust
Bank

Acquisition of £600m
portfolio of residential
mortgages from Cerberus

Sale of pre-paid cards
business to Pre-Paid
Financial

Investment in IFA Platform
Advicefront

2018
Anacap Financial

2018
Metro Bank Plc

2018
Barclays

2018

Investment in Zedra Group
by Corsair Capital

Acquisition of LDF Group
by White Oak

Advised on sale of Pace
Invoice to Flywire

2018
Management

2018
White Oak

LDC

Bink

2017
Pace Invoice
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2015-18
Barclays

FNZ

Investment in FinTechs Iwoca and OakNorth
2017
NIBC Bank

Sale of offshore asset
finance and auto finance
portfolio Investec and
Shawbrook

Sale of a portfolio of credit
card accounts to Cabot
Financial

Sale of Sovereign
Reversions to Retirement
Bridge Group

2017
Lombard Asset Finance

2017
Large Retail Bank

2017
Lone Star

2017
Metro Bank

Acquisition of travel
insurance broker AllClear

Anacap’s investment
in peer to peer lending
business

Store card partnership
with major retailer

£1.9bn acquisition of
MBNA Limited from Bank
of America

2017
Synova Capital

2017
AnaCap Financial

2006 - 2017
HSBC Bank

2017
Lloyds Banking Group

Sale of JCRA to
Connection Capital

Sale of Key Retirement to
Partners Group

Sale of Motormile Finance
to Copper Street Capital

Sale of Gibraltar retail
and commercial lending
portfolio

2017
Sellers

2017
Phoenix

2017
Sellers

2017
Barclays
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Acquisition of a £600m
portfolio of residential
mortgages
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INNOVATION AND EFFICIENCY
CDC

Spend on legal and compliance support can be costly. Just like
you, we look to innovate to improve efficiency and so offer our
clients better value for money, whilst also improving quality and
service delivery.

Our Client Development Centre (CDC) was established more
than ten years ago to deliver a range of organisational change
and personal development programmes to our clients, in line
with their individual strategies. Our primary focus is on support
for general counsel and heads of legal, to maximise the success
and contribution of their legal teams through interventions
developed specifically for in-house professionals. Examples of
the programmes we have provided for major UK banks include:

Legal Project Management
We have de-constructed our transaction approach to ensure
the right strategic focus throughout a deal and create strong,
efficient, repeatable, processes. Supported by the latest
technology solutions, our M&A tool kit maps transaction stages
and hosts our process templates, precedents, know-how and
market intelligence, improving efficiency, reducing risk and
driving us to be thoughtful through your deal journey, and
ensuring outputs are tied to transaction objectives.

►► benchmarking the size and efficiency of their
in-house legal functions;
►► team development and organisational effectiveness
coaching; and
►► project management training.

Using our Full Resource Platform

Technology

Our in-house Transaction Services Team (TST) has been part
of AG’s offering for a number of years, supporting more of the
“flow” elements of legal work undertaken across projects. Now
over 150 strong, TST is comprised of paralegals and legal
managers and is fully integrated with all practice areas, with our
teams often co-located to improve efficiency, project learning
and quality control. It is the largest team of its kind in England,
and follows efficient streamlined processes, employing the
latest technologies.

Technology is an essential component in efficient and
cost effective delivery of legal services. We have invested
significantly in this area and continue to do so. We can utilise
a range of bespoke technology solutions on transactions and
projects including, amongst other things, secure document
management and due diligence platforms, automated Q&A and
reporting facilities, collaboration tools and intelligent document
analysis tools incorporating artificial and cognitive computing
technology.
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► Listed in Who’s Who Legal in Legal Banking
2019 Fintech Analysis
► “M&A Mid Market Tier 1” - Legal 500 2019
► “PE Mid Market Tier 1” - Legal 500 2019
► ‘Highly Commended’ in the FT Innovative
Lawyers Awards 2019 in the innvoation in the
Business of Law: Technology category
►• Shortlisted as Law Firm of the Year in The
Lawyer Awards 2019
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COLL ABOR ATION
Law Firm Collaboration
We are a down to earth firm that is easy to work with and have
led the way in the UK market in building strong relationships
with other UK law firms to deliver an integrated service solution
on transactions for our clients. We have partnered with all the
Magic Circle law firms and other leading law firms like ourselves
on some of the largest and most complex high profile deals
and major implementation projects for financial institutions,
to provide cost effective advice with the right combination of
specialist expertise.

Transacting Across the Globe
A digital and technology led sector like FS operates across
the world. To deliver a seamless international coverage for our
clients, we collaborate with a Preferred Firm network of foreign
law firms. These are leading firms in their jurisdictions, and they
have developed specialist financial services offerings.

AG awarded ‘Best Use of Technology’
LEG A L W EEK B R ITI S H LEG A L AWA R D S 2018
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YOUR FS TRANSACTIONS TEAM
MIKE DUGGAN
Partner - Head of FS Transactions team

DAVID ANDERSON
Partner

CHRISTOPHER BENJAMIN
Associate

ROSANNA BRYANT
Partner

+44 (0)20 7880 5804
+44 (0)7775 586574

+44 (0)113 222 2808
+44 (0)7436 808144

+44 (0)20 7788 5109
+44 (0)7802 338651

+44 (0)113 209 2048 /
+44 (0) 20 7160 3047
+44 (0)7738 697349

ELLEN CATHERALL
Managing Associate

GRAHAM CROSS
Partner

JAMES DAWSON
Partner

MARK HALLAM
Partner

+44 (0)207 160 3042
+44 (0)7540 558625

+44 (0)20 7160 3081
+44 (0)7968 558630

+44 (0)20 7160 3198
+44 (0)7738 935661

+44 (0)113 209 7657
+44 (0)7810 378397
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ELVAN HUSSEIN
Partner

WILLIAM JAMES
Partner

BEN KOEHNE
Partner

HUGH LAURITSEN
Partner

+44 (0)207 160 3431
+44 (0)7795 961285

+44 (0)20 7880 5771
+44 (0)7831 652807

+44 (0)20 7160 3100
+44 (0)7717 691566

+44 (0)20 7160 3124
+44 (0)7738 140430

CHARLOTTE LEVY
Managing Associate

SOPHIE OLD
Managing Associate

NICK PEAREY
Partner

CHRIS TAYLOR
Partner

+44 (0)207 160 3286
+44 (0)7885 809355

+44 (0)207 160 3108
+44 (0)7736 868546

+44 (0)20 7544 5305
+44 (0)7725 782083

+44 (0)20 7880 5918
+44 (0)7967 725651
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The firm stands out for its breadth
of knowledge, responsiveness and
attentiveness
LEGAL 500 UK 2019
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addleshawgoddard.com
Aberdeen, Doha, Dubai, Edinburgh, Glasgow, Hamburg, Hong Kong, Leeds, London, Manchester, Muscat, Singapore and
Tokyo*
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